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INT.BATHROOM - LATE AFTERNOON  

In quick succession: 

Slacks fall down from a male torso,  

Shirt is thrown in the bathroom corner, 

Man’s watch laid on the bathroom counter.  

A man’s hand turns the water faucet on. 

SAMUEL, 43, dunks his head of abundant hair under the water 
stream and emerges from underneath with a long breath, hands 
splayed against the tiles. 

He then proceeds to wash his hair hastily. 

He ends up by scratching his own neck with overgrown 
fingernails. 

He washes the trickle of blood and turns off the water.

CUT TO:

Samuel rummages through the bathroom drawers looking for a 
nail clipper.

In a drawer filled with nail polish, medication and the like, 
he finds the clipper under a plastic bag which he opens to 
reveal a PERFUME BOTTLE and its receipt.

He opens the perfume bottle and smells it. It doesn’t smell 
familiar. 

The label reads ANJOU. 

He spritzes some on his hand and smells again. 

Beat. 

He pulls up his phone and it reads 5.58pm.

He dials a number. It rings then goes to voice mail.

He proceeds to wash his hand then packs it away and places it 
back in the drawer and puts the nail clipper to use.

INT. BEDROOM

Sam is fully dressed lying down in a queensize bed. 

We hear KEYS JIGGLING and someone coming through the door.



ALICE (O.S.)
Sam? 

SAM
I’m in the bedroom.

Sam sits up.

ALICE, 39, barges in peeling off her work clothes.

ALICE
Hey dear, did you remember to pack 
the bug repellent? 

SAM
No.

ALICE
Would you, darling? 

He sits up.

Alice dresses down to a top and panties and turns on the 
shower faucet.

SAM
The car should be here any minute 
now. 

ALICE
I know, I know. I’m sorry I lost 
track of time running errands and 
then it was that horrid time when 
all the cabbies change shift at the 
same time. 

Alice proceeds to pack her toiletries, while the water warms 
up.

SAM
What errands were you running?

Alice doesn’t answer she seems concentrated on looking for 
something in her drawers.

Sam walks into the bathroom and flanks Alice.

She pulls out the bagged perfume and Sam covers her hand on 
the doorknob with his, closing the drawer.

SAM (CONT’D)
What errands? 
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ALICE
You know, prescription pick up, 
bank, nothing major.

ALICE (CONT’D)
Call the car service and gimme 10 
minutes? Ten, I swear.

SAM
Make it quick.

ALICE
Don’t I always?

They both cackle, this is clearly not the case.

Alice gently kisses Sam’s cheek in a prolonged peck. 

A moment of unspoken intimacy.

Alice removes his hand to enter the shower.

Sam lingers, watching her.

SAM
Seriously, Al, don’t go into your 
warm water trance. 

Alice lathers her armpits, neck and genitals facing away from 
Sam.

SAM (CONT’D)
Were you by yourself?

Alice’s head is underwater, she can’t hear him.

ALICE
Did you say something?

Sam opens the shower door, letting in some cold air.

SAM
Were you running errands by 
yourself?

ALICE
What kind of a question is that, 
sweetie?

She pushes him out closing the door.
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SAM
Well?

Alice turns off the water and reaches for her towel

ALICE
Since when do you care if I run 
errands by myself or with a friend?

His cellphone rings and he answers.

Alice pats herself dry.  

SAM
Hello.

(beat)
Yes, we will be out in five 
minutes.

Alice rummages through the toiletries, takes a pill and 
spritzes herself with two squirts of the new perfume on her 
neck and wrists, rubbing them together.

She walks over to her closet,tears off a dress and slinks 
into it. 

Sam stares at her firmly, bug repellent in hand and sunken 
demeanor.

ALICE
If you must know Deepak met me at 
the espresso bar after work and we 
ran errands  together. Should I 
have asked for permission to hang 
with my gay best friend before we 
skip town for two weeks? 

She takes the repellent from his hands, throws it in the 
suitcase and walks into the bathroom with sandals in hand.

ALICE (CONT’D)
Geez... since when do I have to 
report who I have coffee with?

Sam detracts.  

They retrieves some empathy here, facing each other.

He walks over, lifts her by the hand.

SAM
I’m sorry, babe. You were nowhere 
to be found, out of reach, then I 
saw that new perfume and--
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She walks towards him, a seductress, quiets him with a hand 
over his mouth and reads from the perfume bottle.

ALICE
Top notes of Anjou Pears, Wild Musk 
and Lily of the Valley.

SAM
And...?

ALICE
Aren’t pears your favorite fruit, 
darling? I got this for you. For 
us.

Sam smiles meekly then kisses Alice and taps her shoulder 
before walking out.

SAM
C’mon, finish packing. I’m going to 
start locking up the house.

INT. CORRIDOR

Sam walks towards the door and feels his pockets for keys 
unsuccessfully. 

SAM (CONT’D)
Al, do you have the downstairs keys 
handy?

He spots her jacket nearby and feels its pockets for keys.

Instead a receipt falls out. It is for DIRTY MARTINI bar.

He looks for the time and date stamp: 3.47pm today.

Alice walks in dragging her overstuffed suitcase.

ALICE
Bring this to the car I’ll be there 
in a second. Did you move those 
fertility testing strips? I can’t 
seem to find them anywhere.

SAM 
Since when do you need to wash your 
pussy after drinking coffee?

Alice in frank disbelief.
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ALICE
What?

CAR HONK.

Alice stands up, suitcase in hand, storms out.

HONK.

SAM
I am not leaving until we get to 
the bottom of this. 

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Alice taps the trunk, the driver pops it open.

Sam walks into shot, he takes Alice’s suitcase hauls it into 
the trunk, but she dodges it with a wide stare.  

Alice takes distance from Sam and enters the car.

INT. CAR 

Sam enters the car, closing the door with a slam. 

Alice is looking up google maps.

ALICE
Let’s just take the BQE, you’ll hit 
a little traffic near Williamsburg, 
but it looks fine after that. 

Alice starts looking for something in her bag.

ALICE (CONT’D)
You set up the alarm, right? 

SAM
I did. 

ALICE
Can’t find my lip primer.

SAM
Alice.

She finally finds it and struggles to paint her lips with the 
car’s bumpiness. 

Primer. 
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Liner. 

Lipstick.

Alice looks to Sam for approval, but he is stone cold. 

ALICE
I am the one here who’s all 
hormoned up. Why are you the one 
acting crazy?

SAM
Alice you’re late, you’re miles 
away, new perfume, now this.

(produces bar receipt)
It adds up-- 

They look into a stare. CRINKLING sounds.

Alice peeks at the driver. Sam doesn’t.

The cab driver noisily unwraps a pine tree car freshener and 
hangs it from her mirror.

Sam and Alice meet eyes again. Alice looks out the window.

ALICE
Remember when I told you I was 
going to take off that Monday 
morning to use the spa certificate 
you gave me? It was a good idea to 
hit the spa on a quiet day. I sat 
in the steam room, and for the 
first time in a year I wasn't 
rehashing fertility voodoo, 
thinking about my calendar, my 
diet. 

(Looks at Sam briefly)
They gave me these maroon slippers 
with massaging nubs, you know? I 
was lying on the chaise, staring at 
the slippers, when they came to ask 
me if I minded a male masseuse. I 
was cool about it, you know how I 
have these tight spots on my neck, 
I never get much out of a lighter 
massage. They took me into the 
curtained room and introduced me to 
this guy. 

(Beat)
It turns out he was stunning. 

Sam tightens up. 
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ALICE (CONT’D)
Fleshy lips. 
Warm hands. 
Young skin. 
Clear eyes, the works.
We talked about my neck issues, he 
explained his holistic approach, 
and I lied down on the table. He 
started working from my feet up and  
when he got to my upper thighs his 
rhythm slowed down a bit, the 
strokes became longer, deeper and I 
began to feel, well… 

Sam intertwines his fingers over his lap. 

ALICE (CONT’D)
...Aroused.  There was something 
very masculine and imposing about 
the way in which he massaged my 
lower back. Remember the hunger in 
your hands when you dragged me into 
that cabin in Montauk? 

SAM
Fucking Hamptons.

Alice lowers her head, seeking isolation. 

ALICE
That kind of grip, except firmer. 
Then he massaged the length of my 
arm and laid it down sort of close 
to the edge of the bed, so that the 
side of my hand would bristle 
against, you know, his crotch as he 
drew closer to massage me. I just 
lied there and let this happen. He 
was growing and getting harder with 
every thrust.  But I just played 
dead.

Beat.

SAM
How?

ALICE
What do you mean how?

The cab driver lowers the radio volume as discreetly as she 
can muster, so she can continue listening in.
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SAM
I have to know this.

(Beat)
Please.

She caresses his hair out of his neck revealing the scratch 
mark. 

She arches her hand away from the scar, reading betrayal.

SAM (CONT’D)
Once we get this out there, I’ll 
get past this. I will, trust me.

Her hand falls by the wayside. She leans against the car door 
still facing him in a stiff stance. 

It's showtime.

ALICE
I cupped my hand ever so slightly 
you couldn't have seen it with a 
naked eye, but I knew. I knew what 
I was getting into. So did he. He 
kneaded my back bringing his crotch 
closer to my hand. It built slowly, 
but eventually we got to full 
contact: the side of my little 
finger, glued against his cock. 

Sam clenches the edge of the seat. 

ALICE (CONT’D)
It took me a while to build the 
courage to stroke him with my 
thumb. I was so afraid he’d scream, 
act offended... But when I finally 
stroked across his shaft, he 
didn’t. I was relieved, but almost 
dizzy because... I was suddenly not 
myself. Then I started doing longer 
strokes. 
It was such a lovely, familiar 
feeling, those little jerky 
twitches in the palm of my hand.

Sam shifts in his seat. His discomfort is matched by his 
engrossed interest.

ALICE (CONT’D)
You know how I do that thing when I 
give a handjob right that makes 
your head spin? 
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SAM
You used to.

Beat.

Alice looks out the window and continues.

ALICE
My touch was still very light, 
almost as if I’d never done this 
before and he couldn't stand it any 
longer, so he unzipped himself and 
guided my hand down and splayed it 
along the length of his cock, and I 
let him. 
I kept my head sunk into that donut 
pillow, I didn’t dare lift my eyes. 
I wanted this to be my glory hole 
experience. 

Alice turns to Sam. 

ALICE (CONT’D)
(Turns to Sam with her 
sociologist hat on)

Why do women almost never get the 
chance to have those? Anyway, I saw 
my chance and I went for it.

(gaze forward, disengaged)
I wanted a completely pure, 
abstract experience for once and I 
got it. No me, no he, just a cock 
and a pussy. 

Alice looks at the cab driver. 

She is all ears too. 

ALICE (CONT’D)
I didn’t know this kind of thing 
was possible for me. His fingers 
started gliding up and down between 
my clit and my opening. 

SAM
Did he fuck you?

Beat.

ALICE
It was like my body was completely 
decoded to this guy. He could do no 
wrong. 
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After that, he placed himself in 
front of me. More to the point, in 
front of my mouth. It wasn't until 
he took all my hair into his fist 
and craned my neck that we locked 
eyes. That brutish move, I could 
practically hear myself dripping. 
We locked eyes for a long minute, 
once I finally looked down... I 
just liked his cock on eye contact. 
This had never happened to me, you 
know I'm no penis idolatrist. But 
his was smooth, alive and pointing 
like a compass. 

(trembling voice) 
It was perfect.

She drinks water. He sees her throat undulating as she 
swallows water.

ALICE (CONT’D)
I just took him in my mouth and 
because I was on my stomach, with 
my neck outstretched, it was easy 
to take him deep, like no gagging 
reflex. What do you know.

(Beat)
Another client walked into the 
booth next door, so we couldn’t 
talk or make a sound. In the middle 
of all this quiet,  as I tightened 
my lips around his shaft and his 
fingers inside me, I felt connected 
to myself and to the moment in this 
rare way.  

Sam looks out the window: thick traffic. 

SAM
(leaning towards the 
driver)

Can’t we take another route? It 
looks even worse ahead.

The driver nods negatively. On the rear view mirror her eyes 
move from Sam to Alice.  

DRIVER
We already missed the last exit, 
papi.

Sam retreats into a prostrate position, hunching away from 
Alice, against the window. 
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SAM
Was that as far as it went? Just a 
blow job?

ALICE
Oh no Sam, we did everything. 
Bareback too. It was so fast I 
didn’t have time to think. He 
hopped onto the bed and went inside 
me right away.

SAM
But you get hurt unless you get 
penetrated slowly. 

ALICE
Oh, it fucking hurt like hell. But 
I wanted him to feel everything... 
Everything.

SAM
Why?

ALICE
There's no why. 

(Beat)
Because he had one of those 
erections that looks like the guy 
has a magnet on his stomach, and 
his cock just kept sticking to it 
and nothing I did or fail to do 
made that go away. 

Beat.

SAM
(his voice faltering)

Did you cum in the end?

ALICE
What do you think?

SAM
Never mind what I think. You told 
me you never came the first time 
you had sex with someone new.  

Alice chuckles.

SAM (CONT’D)
What?

He pins her wrist to the car seat.
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She’s motionless.

ALICE
Did you hear me say my body was 
completely decoded to this guy? 
Are you paying attention? How could 
I not cum? Of course I did. I had 
the loudest bestial scream stuck in 
my throat. Do you know how hard 
that was to choke back? Even that 
fight added to the intensity, I was 
convulsing with pleasure. 

SAM
Do you still think of him?

ALICE
Who cares? What matters is that if 
I never have sex again, or if I get 
hit by a bus and die right now, I 
am fine with that. Nothing is ever 
going to top this. 

(to Sam)
Why even bother?

Deafening silence in the cab.

Beat.

Sam twists Alice’s wrist against the car seat.

She tenses up. The cab driver glances from the rearview 
mirror.

Slowly, Sam brings her wrist to his nose and takes a whiff.

His eyelids take a slow dip. 

Alice perks up.

The minute Sam opens his lids and registers her welcoming 
eyes, he dejects her arm with a jerk.

Sam settles back in his seat, crossed legged, composed and 
stern.

(He winks with a straight face.)

SAM
That’s a good one.

Her tense expression, waiting for a sign.

He looks outside the window leaving her “alone.”
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Sam says one line of small talk (improv.) and Alice gives him 
an answer (improv.)

Alice stares at Sam trying to retrieve his attention.

Wide shot of BQE Traffic at a stand still. 

Muffled ambient sound.

Eventually we hear upbeat music.
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